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1. Introduction 
An associative g-ring is a set of infinite matrices which is closed under 
finite sum a:rid product, and which obeys the associative law for multi-
plication. It differs from a Kothe-Toeplitz ring [1], 311, in that absolute 
convergence of the series l,1ai,1b1,k occurring in the product of two 
matrices is not required. 
The set of matrices which transform a sequence space IX into itself is 
denoted by Jt(tX). Conditions have been given for Jt(tX) to be an associative 
g-ring [2], using the g-dual of IX, denoted by tXt, i.e., the set of sequences 
y such that l,xiyi converges for every x in IX. In particular, if IXtt=IX, 
IX is called g-perfect. 
In § 2 below, I give an inclusion theorem for associative g-rings, and 
in § 3 some results on intersections of g-rings, suggested by a recent paper 
of P. VERMES on transposes of summability matrices [3]. 
As usual, transposes will be indicated by a dash, e.g., the transpose of 
the matrix A is A', the transpose of Jt(tX) (i.e., the set of matrices which 
are transposes of those in Jf(tX)) is denoted by Jt'(tX). 
2. An inclusion theorem 
Theorem 2. I. If (i) tX>cp, and (ii) Jt(tX), Jt(tXt) are associative 
g-rings, then Jt'(tX).;;;;Jt(tXt), equality holding if and only if IX is g-perfect. 
(2.1) If tX;;;.cp, the row-space of Jt(tX) is tXt and the column-space IX, 
[2], 300. It follows that Jt(tX) is an associative g-ring if and only if 
(u'A)v=u'(Av) 
for all A E Jf(tX), u E tXt, v E IX. This being so, {(u'A)v}' =v'(A'u) exists, 
and so A'u E tXt. Since u is any point of tXt, it follows that A' E Jf(tXt), 
and thus 
(2.2) 
Applying this result to tXt, we have Jt'(1Xt) .;;;;Jt(tXtt), and so, transposing, 
(2.3) Jf(tXt) .;;;;Jt'(IXtt), 
(a) If IX is g-perfect, it follows from (2.2), (2.3) that Jt'(1X) =Jf(tXt), or 
(transposing) Jt(tX) =Jf'(tXt). 
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(b) We now suppose that IX is not g-perfect. Since IXt is always g-perfect 
([2], 299), we have 
(2.4) .A' (IX) ..;;.4'(1Xt) =..A''(1Xtt). 
Now .4'(1X)#..A'(1Xtt), since equality would imply IX=IXtt (cf. [1], 300). 
It follows that, if IX is not g-perfect, then .4''(1X) <..A'(1Xt), as required. 
Corollary l. If IX>cp and ..A'(IX), ..A'(1Xt) are associative g-rings, but 
IX is not g-perfect, then ..A'(1X) <1(1Xtt). 
For, transposing (2.4), ..A'(IX) < .4''(1Xt) =1(1Xtt). Since ..A'(1Xt) is, by 
hypothesis, an associative g-ring, and IXt is g-perfect, it follows that 
.A'(1Xt) is a maximal g-ring, ([2], Theorem 3. V.). Thus, under the con-
ditions of Corollary 1, .4'(1Xtt) is a maximal associative g-ring, of which 
.4'(1X) is a proper sub-g-ring. 
(2.5) If IX;;.cp, the set of matrices A E..A'(1X)n.L'(1Xt), such that 
(u'A)v=u'(Av) for all v E IX, u E IXt, forms an associative g-ring, denoted 
by .4',.t(1X), ([2], Theorem 3. II.). Thus, from (2.1) above, we also have 
Corollary 2. If IX>cp and .4'(1X) is an associative g-ring, then so also 
is .4'(1X) n ..A''(1Xt). 
3. Intersections of g-rings 
(3.1) Theorem 3. I. Let !T be a Kothe-Toeplitz ring and & a g-ring 
of infinite matrices. Then !T n &' is a Kothe-Toeplitz ring. 
If A, B belong to !T n &', then A+ BE !T n &' and ABE !T, the 
products concerned being absolutely convergent since !T is a Kothe-
Toeplitz ring. Also B', A' E & and so B'A' = (AB)' E &. Thus AB also 
belongs to &'. If 0 is any other matrix of !T n &', then the product 
ABO is associative, since A, B, 0 all belong to the Kothe-Toeplitz ring !T. 
The result follows. 
Corollary. & n !T' is also a Kothe-Toeplitz ring. 
For if Sis a Kothe-Toeplitz ring, so is the setS' of transposed matrices 
([1], 311). . 
It can be proved similarly (a). that the intersection of two Kothe-
Toeplitz rings is itself a Kothe-Toeplitz ring; (b) that the intersection 
of two g-rings is itself a g-ring; (c) if P and Q are two sets of matrices 
closed under multiplication, then p n Q' is also closed under multi-
plication. 
A particular case of this last result is the following theorem, due to 
P. VERMES, [3]. 
Theorem 3. II. (i) If A, B are IX-T matrices, then so is AB; 
(ii) if E, F are T-IX matrices, so is EF. 
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Here the notation "cx.~T matrices" denotes a-matrices ([4], 94) whose 
transposes are T-matrices ([ 4 ], 64); "T ~ex." are T-matrices whose 
transposes are ex-matrices. 
We shall similarly denote K-matrices whose transposes are a-matrices 
by "K ~a", and so on. 
(3.2) We recall that the Kothe-Toeplitz ring of K-matrices, defined 
by (a) Lkian,kl <,JYI for all n, (b) lim an,k=IXk for every fixed k, (c) 
n--+oo 
Lkan,k=An--+ IX as n--+oo, forms the class Jt(F), where r is the space 
of convergent sequences, [4], 63. 
(3.3) Also, the associative g-ring of a-matrices, defined by (a) !nan,k is 
convergent for all k, (b) LkiLf- 1(at,k~at,k+l)i <,JYI for all n, forms the 
class Jt(-r), where -r is the space of sequences {ui} such that :Lui converges, 
[2]. We make the following definitions: 
(a) K-matrices which also transform every sequence of bounded variation 
(i.e., {sn} such that !isk~Sk+li <oo) into another such sequence will be 
called absolute-K or jKj-matrices. 
(b) a-matrices which also transform every sequence {ui} such that 
:Liutl converges into another such sequence will be called absolute-a or 
I a !-matrices. 
Thus, by analogy with absolute regularity, a jKj-matrix is both a 
conservative and "absolutely conservative" sequence-sequence trans-
formation matrix, and a I oj-matrix is a conservative and absolutely 
conservative series-series transformation matrix. 
The next two theorems are analogues of conditions given by P. VERMES 
for (i) a T-matrix to be T ~ex., and (ii) an ex-matrix to be ex. ~T, ([3], 
Theorems 3. I., 3. II.). 
Theorem 3. III. (i) A K-matrix is K ~a if and only if it ts a 
jKj-matrix; (ii) jKj-matrices form a Kothe-Toeplitz ring, <(g, 
The class of matrices which transform every sequence of bounded 
variation into another such sequence is .d', the g-ring of transposed 
a-matrices, ([5], Theorem 4. II). IKI-matrices thus comprise the class of 
K n a' -matrices. (i) is thus proved, and (ii) now follows from Theorem 3. I. 
Theorem 3. IV. (i) A a-matrix is a~K if and only if it is a jaj-
matrix; (ii) joj-matrices form the Kothe-'roeplitz ring <(g', where <(g is defined 
in Theorem 3. III. 
(5.4) The class of jaj-matrices is that of an Kc-matrices, cf. [1], 301, 
( 6.4 IV). If a matrix A is a~ K, then it is I aj, since a K -matrix is necessarily 
Kr, and so its transpose is Kc. 
(3.5) Conversely, for sufficiency, we must prove that if a matrix B is 
joj, then its transpose is a K-matrix, i.e., (a) B is Kc, (b) the rows of B 
are in r, (c) !nbn,k=/3k tends to a limit f3 as k--+ oo. 
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Condition (a) is satisfied, from (3.4), and so is (b), since the rows of 
b-matrices form sequences of bounded variation, ([2], Theorem 4. I.). 
To show that (c) is also satisfied by Jbj-matrices, we observe that B= (bn,k) 
is a b-matrix if and only if G, given by gn,k= ~-1 br,k, is a ,8-matrix, (this 
was proved by P. VERMES, [6], Theorem 2. I.). Now gn,k ~ ,Bk as n ~ oo, 
where {,Bk} is a sequence of bounded variation (cf. [5], 50), so that ,Bk 
tends to a limit ,8 as k ~ oo. Thus all three conditions are satisfied, so 
that if B is I bl, it is also b- K. This completes the proof of the first part 
of the theorem; (ii) now follows from Theorem 3. III. and Theorem 
3. I., Corollary. 
(3.6) I have recently identified ..A'(.A.), where .A. is the space of sequences 
{xi} such that Ixi has bounded partial sums, as the associative g-ring 
of matrices B whose columns are in .A. and rows in .A,t and such that 
Lk1Lf-1(bi,k-bi,k+l)j .;;;;,M for all n, [5]. A matrix belonging to ..A'(.A.) 
will be called an e-matrix; if such a matrix also preserves absolute 
convergence of Ix,, it will be called an absolute-e or Jej-matrix. 
Theorem 3. V. (i) An e-matrix is e-Kr if and only if it is a lei-
matrix; (ii) Jej-matrices form a Kothe-Toeplitz ring. 
(i) If an e-matrix is e-Kr, then it is a Kc-matrix, and so preserves 
absolute convergence of Ix,, ([I], 301, (6.4, VII)); it is thus also a lei-
matrix. Conversely, a Jej-matrix is Kc, and so e-Kr. (ii) follows from 
Theorem 3. I., Corollary. 
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